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Terms and abbreviations
ABM Agent-based model
Bitcoin Bitcoin with a capital-b is used when meaning the Bitcoin system
bitcoin bitcoin with a lowercase-b is used when meaning the unit of account
CLD causal loop diagram
double spending spending same bitcoins in two or more different transactions



1 Introduction
Bitcoin is a decentralized, trustless and permission-free global ledger system, invented
by a pseudonym called Satoshi Nakamoto. Bitcoin relies on cryptographic proofs
instead of trust, as described by Nakamoto in his whitepaper [1], hence called a
cryptocurrency. Bitcoin has a network of thousands of computers around the world,
each validating and sharing a global, highly immutable ledger called the blockchain.
It is the first successful monetary system governed in a peer-to-peer way without any
requirement for a central authority. Bitcoin system has proven – since its inception
in 2009 – to have a functional concept while offering strong security.

Bitcoin is a highly complex technical, social and economical system. Bitcoin is
decentralized, which makes it extremely resilient, hard to update and very hard to
shutdown. Due to the heavy decentralization there’s no universal comprehensive
definition of Bitcoin as there’s nobody or nothing in a position to define it. Nakamoto’s
whitepaper outlines Bitcoin only roughly. Defining Bitcoin solely by code is not
accurate either as the network runs on various implementations and their versions
of Bitcoin node software. On a high level, Bitcoin can be seen as a social contract.
This also can’t be defined anywhere and is more of a general idea of what Bitcoin
should be. All in all, people have varying views of how Bitcoin should work on a
technical level and also what Bitcoin should enable and exist for in the first place.
In addition to these factors, the consensus protocol incentives are in play. All these
various internal and external dynamics result as a highly complex phenomenon called
Bitcoin.

In the last years, there have been countless debates about certain technical aspects
of Bitcoin. Debated subjects are often quite difficult to comprehend properly on
any meaningful level, as they require lots of effort and background knowledge of
various areas. The Bitcoin system consists of wide range of relations and feedback
loops, so that it is very hard to see effects of possible changes in the big picture. All
the key components used in the Bitcoin system existed prior Bitcoin [2]. However,
there’s nothing in the history prior to Bitcoin to compare Bitcoin to, as a whole,
so argumentation about the whole system is largely based only on theories. These
reasons, among others, result in complex and somewhat vague debates.

These debates about e.g. scalability of Bitcoin have roots in broader questions:
What kind of system should Bitcoin be? Should it primarily enable financial
sovereignty or something else, like fast and cheap payments? Who should be able
to use Bitcoin without trusting anyone? These questions do not really have correct
answers, as all the answers are opinions and include trade-offs. Bitcoin system excels
in some use cases while some use cases are not so appealing. People use Bitcoin for
very different reasons, and their values and goals of using Bitcoin are widely varying.
In the end, people, the Bitcoin community, are in charge of the system and its future.
Researching and presenting knowledge of the Bitcoin system and its dynamics is
valuable as it enables people to more easily learn about the system and perhaps
make better evaluation and choices.

This thesis work aims to increase understanding of the Bitcoin system and its
aspects by identifying ecosystem factors and dynamics and then constructing and
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evaluating a system dynamics model of the Bitcoin ecosystem. The main research is
about finding out how Bitcoin ecosystem works and how it can be modeled. To carry
the research, a causal loop diagram (CLD) model is built. The model is meant to
clarify conceptual understanding of the factors of the Bitcoin ecosystem. The CLD
model is first formed based on authors understanding of Bitcoin and then improved
and validated by expert interviews. After this, the model, related work and work
process are analyzed and evaluated.

First chapters after the introduction describe background knowledge for this thesis
work. These background chapters describe the Bitcoin system, system dynamics
and modeling and related work. After this, the research methods are defined more
thoroughly. Next chapters after that describe results of the research and analysis
and evaluation of the results. Final chapters of this thesis are the evaluation of the
thesis and conclusions.
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2 The Bitcoin system
This chapter describes Bitcoin system characteristics, general concepts and common
use cases. First, the history before Bitcoin is described briefly to put Bitcoin into a
larger perspective. Secondly, the blockchain, transactions and wallets are roughly
described to provide a basis for the following sections. Main system-provided features
and use cases are explained to gain understanding of why people generally use or
are interested in Bitcoin. After this, the main drivers and incentives keeping Bitcoin
system together are explained. The following section shortly describes the security
model of Bitcoin. The last section clarifies how Bitcoin is used by people, based on
earlier research.

2.1 History before Bitcoin
There have been various attempts over the last tens of years to create a secure
monetary system based on the Internet. Even before the Internet, alternative
monetary systems have been crafted and used with varying success as well.

One example of a successful system is the Swiss WIR business circle founded in
1934. Originally, WIR was a community money system formed to defend against
economic crisis of the time. WIR is still operational today as a parallel system,
although it has changed a lot during the years. For example, WIR is not a non-
profit organization anymore and is much more connected to government-issued fiat
currencies today. Also, according to H. Defila, former Vice President of WIR,
the misuse of ideology in a monetary system can only be prevented by having
unambiguous rules. [3]

More recent attempts to create an alternative monetary system are based on
cryptography to e.g. make rules unambiguous and forced where applicable. Some
of these are Ecash (based on a paper [4] by D. Chaum) by D. Chaum, B-Money
[5] by W. Dai and Bit Gold [6] by N. Szabo. Ecash and B-money were centralized
and Bit Gold did not get implemented. Bit Gold however was described as a lot like
what Bitcoin ended up being at the launch. Ecash did get some usage until getting
superseded by credit cards in online payments. B-money and Bit Gold never got off
the ground. [7]

A more comprehensive research about the development of monetary systems and
Bitcoin was made by T-P. Huhtinen in 2014 [8].

2.2 The Bitcoin blockchain
The blockchain is the core of Bitcoin. Blockchain is a distributed public global ledger
and database which integrity is verifiable by everyone in the network. Blockchain
contains all transactions ever done in the system, grouped in units called blocks.
The main reason for having a blockchain structure is to have a verifiable order of
transactions, prevent double spending and enable verifying Bitcoin system state since
its inception. Therefore, all bitcoins ever spent have a perfectly transparent and
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verifiable history. This also means that all bitcoins can be traced back to the minting
of those bitcoins, which makes counterfeiting impossible. [1]

The blockchain structure is largely secured by proof-of-work scheme [1] originally
invented [9] by A. Back in 2002. Proof-of-work is a mechanism that offers strong
guarantees that work has been done, i.e. energy consumed, when achieving a certain
solution. Bitcoin users who do this work are called miners. They extend the
blockchain by mining blocks, each block including a verifiable proof-of-work result.
Miners are rewarded transaction fees of the transactions included in the mined block.
They are also rewarded new bitcoins according to the distribution schedule seen in
figure 1.

The proof-of-work result and a mined block in general have to comply with
strict rules of the Bitcoin system to be accepted. One of the requirements for the
proof-of-work solution is to reach a minimum difficulty. Minimum difficulty exists to
regulate the target interval of new blocks to 10 minutes, as with more total network
mining power more solutions and therefore blocks would be found otherwise. The
required difficulty level is adjusted by the network automatically roughly every two
weeks. Also, as blocks also mint new bitcoins, the inflation rate of bitcoins in the
system is very predictable due to regulated block interval. [1]

Bitcoin uses proof-of-work to have consensus in the network about the order of
transactions, the state of the blockchain. If there are multiple competing Bitcoin
blockchains, the one with the most cumulated proof-of-work is the correct one [1].
This is a solution to the Byzantine generals problem [10]. The Byzantine generals
problem is shortly described about finding consensus among different parties with
unreliable and possibly tampered connections to each other.

As proof-of-work results – or blocks – cumulate, it becomes harder and harder
to override the blockchain as overriding would require exponentially more work
to succeed. Overriding would be done to reverse or double spend earlier transac-
tions. A research [11] done by M. Rosenfeld in 2012 studied the probabilities of
successful double spending. His research shows that the probability of a double
spend failing increases exponentially as blocks cumulate. Each new block strengthens
the immutability of earlier blocks in the blockchain, resulting in a very immutable
database.

Figure 1: Minted bitcoins, cumulative and per block, from block 0 to 2000000
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2.3 Transactions and wallets
Transactions are used to move bitcoins from unspent transaction outputs to bitcoin
addresses. In the special case of mining, previous transaction isn’t required as miners
are allowed to mint new bitcoins into existence. This section describes Bitcoin ledger
system a bit more in depth to help understand the following sections, i.e. regarding
other than payment usage, security and financial sovereignty.

All existing bitcoins are unspent transaction outputs (UTXOs), each tied into
a strict contract. The contract [12] is expressed as a bitcoin address [13] to receive
bitcoins. The contract defines what is required to spend bitcoins to another bitcoin
address. Common bitcoin addresses carry full information about the underlying
contract on how to spend bitcoins sent to the address. Most often the contract is
very simple, specifying that only a valid cryptographic signature is required. Such
a contract requires the spender to cryptographically sign the spending transaction
with the private key corresponding to the public key that derives the bitcoin address.
Essentially, in a normal case to spend bitcoins (UTXOs) one needs to be in possession
of private keys to be able to make a required signature. [14] [15]

The UTXO set, which means all current UTXOs, is known by all full participants
of the Bitcoin network. Owning bitcoins simply means to be in possession of private
keys that can be used to spend certain UTXOs in the network. Collections of private
keys, or data to derive those keys, are called wallets. Wallets can be stored and
copied in countless ways, imagination being the only limit.

Transactions may also carry non-payment information, e.g. proof-of-existence
(PoE) [16, p. 15]. PoE simply proves that certain data exists. This decentralized
existence proof can then be used in the future to prove that something existed in
the history. PoE can be done by e.g. using a cryptographic hash of the data as the
private key of a Bitcoin address and then sending funds into it. Arbitrary data, such
as a PoE proof, could also be included by using a specific opcode OP_RETURN of
the Bitcoin Script [12], the scripting language of Bitcoin contracts.

2.4 Main features
This section describes the main features enabled by the Bitcoin system.

2.4.1 Possibility for financial sovereignty

One of the main features of Bitcoin is the possibility to use it for financial sovereignty.
Financial sovereignty means that one doesn’t rely on anyone else, like a bank, to
handle, use and save money. In a broader scope it also means that no authority is in
control of the money system itself. Sovereignty comes from being able to participate
or not participate, without anyone being able to restrict or regulate participation.
Using Bitcoin in any way doesn’t require permission from anyone.

Everything in the Bitcoin system can be obtained and verified by anyone freely,
leading to not having to trust anyone else about the correctness of e.g. the Bitcoin
system state. However, this possibility of trusting no-one is not used at large as
most people, even most of enthusiasts, are running code which they’ve not verified
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themselves and which may not be doing full verification. In practice, Bitcoin’s
"trustlessness" is about having divided trust instead of targeted trust. This means
that while it would be possible to use Bitcoin in extremely trust-free way, most
people trust the community to be proper. Financial sovereignty is enabled by having
no authorities or specific parties one would need to trust.

Nobody can freeze or seize bitcoins in any way on the protocol level. Bitcoins
are like public locks, free to be examined by anyone anywhere. The protocol does
not reveal who has keys to which "locks". As such, bitcoins are stored globally at
all times, accessible by practically anyone and nearly anywhere at all times. This
enables various possibilities to store the keys to access bitcoins.

2.4.2 Online payments without middlemen

Bitcoin enables doing online payments without middlemen. This means that bitcoins
can be sent directly to anyone, peer-to-peer. Sender and the receiver do not need to
know each other. The sender only needs to know a Bitcoin address to send funds.
This is possible due to the nature of transacting in Bitcoin explained in previous
section about transactions.

Bitcoin payments are irreversible. Once a miner includes a transaction in a block
and the block gets appended into the blockchain, the transaction begins to get more
and more irreversible. Of course, this doesn’t mean that the sender and receiver
couldn’t settle on returning funds by issuing another transaction returning the funds
afterwards. Bitcoin Script [12] can also be used to make e.g. timelocks or 2-of-3
escrow contracts as the receiver of the funds.

Bitcoin payments are naturally not very fast as blocks are mined quite slowly.
Non-mined transactions – transactions that have only been broadcasted but not yet
included in the blockchain – are completely reversible (double spendable). Non-mined
transactions have no proof-of-work security behind them, mostly relying on the hopes
to get included in the blockchain at some point. However, non-mined transactions
are often seen as "good enough", which is a misconception. For a recent example in
2019, a Canadian Bitcoin ATM operator relied on non-mined transactions as being
good enough and ended up being a victim of double spend attacks, losing hundreds
of thousands of dollars [17].

As blockchain-level transactions are quite slow and relatively expensive and scarce
in terms of resources, it makes sense to optimize and group transactions as much
as possible, especially for certain use cases like mass- or micropayments. Bitcoin
blockchain security can be leveraged by using various techniques offered by the Bitcoin
Script. One of these systems is called Lightning Network [18], which enables instant
and extremely cheap transactions globally without relying on any central authority.
All the activity done on these upper layers is eventually tied in to transactions in
the blockchain.

2.4.3 Strong security, immutable database

Bitcoin blockchain is distributed globally and secured by proof-of-work. This makes
Bitcoin database very resilient to tampering, leading to extremely strong immutability
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of the data in the blockchain. This strong immutability and confidence of correctness
of history can be used in various ways.

One obvious possibility is to use Bitcoin to secure payments that are seen to
benefit of this very high level of security and immutability. For example, this could
be a valid use case for payments between countries which do not trust each other
and would – without Bitcoin – e.g. deliver physical gold as a payment. Immutability
is useful for ensuring that a payment can not be reversed, a bit like how physical
cash works. The key difference to cash in this regard is that Bitcoin is suitable for
use in the online space, unlike cash.

As mentioned previously, transactions in the Bitcoin system can contain other
than payment data, too. The security of the Blockchain can be leveraged in various
applications other than plain payments, for example in document timestamping or
ownership accounting. These use cases, in addition to normal payments, would need
write access to the blockchain. Write access simply means making a transaction that
gets included in the blockchain, or being a miner and mining a block.

However, there are also ways to leverage Bitcoins security in read-only way. For
example, a person can show evidence that a live stream is not a recording by stating
the hash (proof-of-work) of the latest block to the live audience. Audience can then
verify that and conclude that such a rapid editing, in case of a recording, wouldn’t
likely be feasible. The hash of the latest block can be reasonably assumed to be
recently learned by everyone due to the nature of how mining and blockchain works.
This type of proof was done by J. Assange in 2017 to prove that he was live during
a live stream [19].

2.4.4 Artificial scarcity

Bitcoin token supply has been limited to roughly 21 million bitcoins in total. Over
17.5 million bitcoins, representing 83% of all bitcoins, have been mined as of early
2019. Roughly 17% of all bitcoins are yet to be mined. Bitcoins scarcity model leads
into the system being highly deflanatory, as bitcoins are often permanently lost and
inflation rate caused by newly issued bitcoins is decreasing eventually to almost zero.

Satoshi Nakamoto chose Bitcoin supply to be limited. A strictly defined maximum
supply was a choice made by Nakamoto and possibly would not have been required
for Bitcoin to be a functional system. In any case, his choice resulted in bitcoins being
artificially absolutely scarce. Absolute scarcity and the original limit of maximum of
21 million bitcoins are generally perceived as one of the biggest promises of Bitcoin,
and as such it is very unlikely that these would be changed in the future in any way.

2.5 Incentive model
Bitcoin system relies heavily on its economic incentive model. The incentive model
is a set of dynamics that encourage different actors to behave in a way that makes
the system benefit everyone and work as intended. This section presents only a brief
description of the incentives in play in the Bitcoin ecosystem.

A research [20] done in 2015 identified four different stakeholders of the Bitcoin
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ecosystem: users, miners, exchanges and merchants. These four types of users all
benefit from a functional system in partially different ways. Each of these user types
is incentivized by the system to maintain a working system.

Normal users use Bitcoin due to e.g. features described in the earlier section.
Conducting Bitcoin transactions rewards bitcoins as transaction fees to miners.
Normal users are incentivized to run a full node [21] to be able to verify the state of
the blockchain. This includes verifying that miners are doing their work properly.
Having a self-verified up-to-date blockchain, e.g. reception of bitcoins can be verified
solely by the user. Using a full node is the only way to self-verify everything, like
compliance of the rules of the system, and to use Bitcoin without leaking too much
privacy. After all, Bitcoin exists to serve its normal non-mining users.

Miners are users who secure Bitcoin transaction ordering and are paid for the
work in the form of transaction fees and new bitcoins [1]. New bitcoins are inflation
to the total existing bitcoins. In a way, owners of bitcoins are paying the miners by
diluting their own share of all bitcoins. Bitcoin relies on majority of miners being
honest, so users of Bitcoin have to pay the miners well to increase the costs of an
attack [22]. If users do not accept the work done by miners, miners do not get paid
anything valuable, as users and usage results in bitcoins having monetary value. This
means that there exists a deep synergy between miners and the rest of the users.
Miners make the Bitcoin system harder to attack by increasing the immutability of
the blockchain. The more hashrate is securing the blockchain, the more is required
to override it. Due to this, for example a mining algorithm change would be bad for
both the miners and the rest of the users. If such a change was made, miners would
need to get new mining equipment if they wanted to keep mining, and users would
get decrease in security of the blockchain, making it more prone to getting attacked.
Incentive model, the game theory of Bitcoin, works in a way to defend against such
situation.

Exchanges and merchants are special kind of users whose operations benefit
normal users by providing infrastructure. Normal users on the other hand benefit
exchanges and merchants by using their services.

There are also built-in incentives in the peer-to-peer network system. The network
is very sturdy against any protocol changes. For example, people are incentivized
to wait until they’re certain about protocol changes happening until running said
protocol changes themselves. If they ran protocol changes that didn’t have consensus
in the system, they would open themselves up for a risk of getting split off the system
or attacked against, possibly leading to monetary loss as well.

In author’s opinion, even though Bitcoin has existed for ten years already the
Bitcoin incentive model has not been thoroughly tested yet. The reasoning for this is
that Bitcoin has been treated quite well and there has not been e.g. a powerful and
motivated attacker to test the real functionality of incentives of Bitcoin. Bitcoin has
also been – and still is – quite a small phenomenon in the large scale. The incentive
model of Bitcoin has been partially in the background as the system has been driven
by anomalies such as high growth of new users.
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2.6 System security
The overall security model of Bitcoin builds on various components, some of which
are quite unmeasurable. Shortly, Bitcoin security can be seen as a combination of
a social contract, technological reliability and sufficient realization of the built-in
incentives.

Bitcoin system is governed peer-to-peer, instead of being governed by financial
institutions or governments. This is significant change in the trust and security
model compared to general government-driven monetary systems. Users governing
the Bitcoin system are equal to each other regarding power over the system. However,
economically important users or nodes power is more significant as they have control
over the monetary valuation of the whole system. Monetary valuation is also
important for the security of Bitcoin system, as compensation received by miners
for the work they do is directly dependent on the valuation of bitcoins. Bitcoin full
node software [21], the software ran that forms the Bitcoin network, automatically
verifies that rules, as written in the code, are followed. This also allows participants
to be pseudonymous or even anonymous as the system itself doesn’t directly care
about or require humans to operate.

A common misconception is that miners have significant power over the protocol
rules. In reality, miners do not have any meaningful control about rules of the
protocol. Miners are simply users who are doing the work offered by the community.
Miners have no additional power granted by the system. However, the community has
previously let miners coordinate activation of updates to the protocol. This has been
misunderstood as "voting" while it has been about readyness to avoid interruptions.
In the most extreme case, the community can in theory change protocol rules by
changing the mining algorithm if problems arise due to e.g. too many dishonest
miners.

Bitcoin is very secure while being quite fragile at the same time. Even a slightest
discrepancy in the rules between implementations could lead into two competing
systems on the social and economical level. For example, a tiny bug could lead into
some part of the system using different rules than the other, leading to separate
blockchains. In such a case, merging or some other way to solve the problem of
multiple ledgers could be possible if done rapidly. If not done rapidly, multiple
"correct" blockchains would advance in their own isolated systems. This could
lead to Bitcoin ecosystem splitting, having multiple economies and blockchains
permanently. Such a risk realized in 2013, but was luckily solved rapidly by strong
cooperation among Bitcoin ecosystem stakeholders [23]. In that case, neither of
the two blockchains had advanced too much so it was feasible to abandon one of
them. In addition to possible software bugs leading to ambiguity of the correct
blockchain, the Internet could be temporarily split into segments, leading to two or
more separate Bitcoin networks. This risk, however, has been mitigated by various
systems (e.g. Blockstream satellites [24]) to ensure that the blockchain is globally
distributed even without global Internet.
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2.7 How Bitcoin is used
Bitcoin users can be roughly divided in three categories: speculators, enthusiasts
and common users. Speculators do not necessarily care about the underlying system
as long as it yields them more money in the short term. Enthusiasts care about the
success of Bitcoin system and use Bitcoin due to its features. They do not necessarily
care about the short-term monetary value, as they’re primarily in it for the long-term
and the features Bitcoin offers. Common users use Bitcoin because it suits their
needs at the time.

2.7.1 Payment method

A research [25] published in 2014 investigated new users point of interest in the
Bitcoin system. They found indications of new Bitcoin users using it largely as an
asset or a speculative investment rather than as a currency or a payment method.
They found out that new users had influence on trading volume inside the exchanges,
but no influence in the Bitcoin network transactions activity. Even though the
research was conducted in 2014 and a lot have changed since, it still remains to be
accurate.

Additionally, the high amount of Bitcoin price speculation on the exchanges
also means that the most of the bitcoin transactions happen off-chain, centrally in
the internal databases of centralized exchanges. Transactions done in the Bitcoin
blockchain count for only a small fraction of transactions done on centralized ex-
changes. This means that bitcoin is not primarily or even significantly used as a
payment method.

Usage of Bitcoin in illegal activities on the Internet is quite common as the sender
and the receiver do not need to know each other. The sender only needs to know a
Bitcoin address of the receiver to send bitcoins. Receiver doesn’t need to care where
bitcoins came from and can verify everything without using third parties that could
leak information or freeze funds. For example, darknet markets often use bitcoins
and ransoms are often requested in bitcoins. Even though Bitcoin is used for illegal
activities, bitcoin transactions are completely transparent and not anonymous. By
analyzing the transparent data of the blockchain and other data sources, the sender
and receiver of funds may be revealed to motivated parties. According to a research
[26] done in 2018, 25% of Bitcoin users use it for illegal activities and almost half of
all transactions are in some way involved with illegal activity. However, according
U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration’s analysis done in the same year, only 10%
of transactions are illegal [27].

2.7.2 Speculation

Speculators invest in bitcoins for short-term gains. Most bitcoin transactions happen
inside centralized exchanges and are of speculative nature. Earlier research [28]
has found that Bitcoin network hashrate is irrelevant as a price driver of bitcoin.
Bitcoin network hashrate is an important factor for the Bitcoin network including
its decentralization, which is the basis for the whole system. However, that is not
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specifically relevant to the speculators. For majority of Bitcoin speculators, the
speculated underlying system could be anything. This means that these kind of
speculators have no direct connection to actual Bitcoin system or its features. This
earlier research further strengthens the view that the most of current Bitcoin usage
is speculation, which is largely unrelated directly to the underlying Bitcoin system.

2.7.3 Store of value

Bitcoin users who see bitcoins as a store of value largely believe in Gresham’s law.
Gresham’s law is an observation of "good" money such as naturally scarce commodities
getting replaced by "bad" money (e.g. fiat money), as people prefer to hold "good"
money instead of "bad" money. In the historical context, the Gresham’s law has
applied quite well even though it has failed more recently. Gold ("good" money) has
been valuable for thousands of years, despite of people seeking to hoard e.g. U.S.
dollars ("bad" money) these days instead of gold. Eventually, in the history, "good"
sound money, like gold, has always prevailed. Bitcoins qualities are in many ways
superior to gold, even though it has some qualities that are not comparable. To
begin with, Bitcoin is a social construct that has existed for ten years, while gold
is physical reality that has existed and been valued for thousands of years. Apart
from that, Bitcoin does excel in e.g. being scarce: it is more scarce than gold, even
though Bitcoins scarcity is of an artificial nature.

Bitcoin issuance is transparent and absolute which increases its appeal as a store
of value. However, ths absoluteness of bitcoin issuance is based on a social contract
of doing so, which means that if for some reason this social contract was to change,
issuance could be altered as well.

One way to gain knowledge about how bitcoins are used to store value is to look
at "liveliness", a concept [29] invented by T. Blummer in 2018. Liveliness is a ratio
that fluctuates between 0 and 1, 0 meaning that no existing bitcoins were moved and
1 meaning that all existing bitcoins were moved. Liveliness increases as long-term
investors – those who use Bitcoin as a store of value – are moving bitcoins, which
often means that they are selling them. On the other hand, liveliness decreases when
bitcoins are held still. Based on the liveliness ratio of the last ten years, bitcoins
have been used increasingly as a store of value.
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3 System dynamics
This chapter describes system dynamics in general, used system dynamics tools and
how system dynamics are applied in this thesis.

3.1 System dynamics theory
System dynamics is a method that comprises of elements such as variables, stocks,
flows, feedbacks, delays etc. in an attempt to primarily make sense of nonlinear and
complex systems. System dynamics and complex systems thinking base heavily on
the idea that everything is connected to everything else. Due to that, a simple change
in one part of the system can cause unexpected effects elsewhere in the system,
sometimes after a significant delay. Without understanding that complex systems –
such as societies or ecosystems – are complex, poor decisions are very likely to be
taken due to poor understanding of the system as a whole. Therefore, methods and
tools to make sense of complex systems by modeling them are very useful. A some
kind of modeling software is often used to make models using system dynamics.

At simplest, system dynamics can be used to produce a causal loop diagram
without any simulation parameters in it. Causal loop diagrams (CLD) are useful
to conceptually visualize complex systems and interactions inside it. Causalities
can generate feedback loops that are essential in learning complex causalities in the
system. A CLD model can be taken one step further by including and transforming
CLD elements to stocks and flows elements. Stocks and flows elements are better
suitable to be parametrized and mathematically simulated than plain CLD model
elements. They also offer a broader view inside the system as they enable having
proper depth of factors in the model.

The key in applying system dynamics in practice is to break system factors in
parts. After this, positive and negative causalities can be figured out and modeled
between the factors. However, system dynamics modeling is much broader than
that, and can use various types of elements to portray different parts of the system.
The model can be improved by iteratively improving specific parts of the model, for
example when change of granularity is wanted. After the CLD or stocks and flows
model structure is somewhat valid, simple simulation parameters and formulas can
be placed on it, iterating over them as the model gets better. Mathematical aspects
of system dynamics are however not needed for system dynamic model to be useful
in other ways, such as illustrating causalities and increasing overall understanding of
the structure of complex systems.

System dynamics can be used to understand the overall effects of a change or
sources of policy resistance in a system. Policy resistance means the resistance to
change caused by the system, often by unknown factors of it. For example, businesses
and governments can use system dynamics to make estimations about the future
state of things or to, for example, increase efficiency of a system. All in all, system
dynamics can be widely used to illustrate and simulate various kinds of systems,
including social, technical and economical systems and their combinations.

[30]
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3.2 System dynamics modeling tool: Vensim
In this thesis, a software called Vensim is used to model the system. Vensim is a
versatile simulation software emphasizing on "model quality, connections to data,
flexible distribution, and advanced algorithms" according to their web page [31].
Vensim supports CLD modeling, which is how the Bitcoin ecosystem is expressed
and modeled in this thesis work. Vensim was chosen, because it seemed to be the
most suitable tool for the purpose.

There are various ways to model complex systems. Two of the most suitable
methods for modeling Bitcoin-like complex systems are agent-based model (ABM)
and causal loop diagram (CLD). A decision to use CLD was chosen, because it
seemed to be the most suitable option for this work. CLD models made with Vensim
are easy to approach. CLD model on the surface is pretty self-explanatory and
intuitive to comprehend. Vensim also enables crafting deeper, even very complex
simulatable model under the hood.

3.2.1 Causal loop diagram

The CLD model in this thesis work is built of quite simple standard CLD compo-
nents. As the CLD model is not using any underlying formulas or parametrization,
components required for having such functionalities are not needed. The point of
using a CLD model is to express influence, causality and other dynamics between
various measurable or unmeasurable factors that can be internal or external to the
system. As the model is not using any mathematics behind it and is therefore not
suitable for simulation, the utility of the model mostly lies in expressing conceptual
factors and their relations in the system. The built CLD model is a mental model of
the target system.

Figure 2 shows CLD modeling components used in this thesis. Variables can
have positive or negative causal links to each other. A positive link means that if
the source variable increases, the target variable increases. A negative link works
the opposite way: if the source variable increases, the target variable decreases. The
figure below has examples of both types of links. There’s also an example of a link
with delay. Delay means that increase in the source variable has a delayed effect on
the target variable.

Positive feedback loop (R for reinforcing) happens when there is no negative link
in a loop. Negative feedback loop (B for balancing) happens when there is at least
one balancing negative link in a loop. Figure 2 shows an example of both: a positive
feedback loop between variables A and B and a negative feedback loop between
variables B and C.

3.3 Applying system dynamics in practice
This thesis work builds a conceptual system dynamics model of the Bitcoin ecosystem.
Bitcoin system is very complex and there’s no definitive system model or description
of it. These kind of complex systems are very suitable to be modeled with system
dynamics methods. Having no definition is also not a problem, as system dynamics
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Figure 2: CLD model symbols

modeling can be used to increase clarity about defining, changing or using factors of
any system. The model is meant to help understand how the ecosystem functions on
different levels, such as technical, economical and social, which combined forms the
full ecosystem.

The model is kept on a high level. This means that the model doesn’t go into
deeper specific dynamics, e.g. dynamics of bitcoin mining. Only the most important
and apparent factors and causalities are modeled, because modeling all causalities
and relations would be extremely hard and would make the model unreadable and
against the goal. The target is to make a model that can be used to see how the
ecosystem roughly works, even if the conditions were not as they are today. This also
means that the model is intended to be suitable to portray historic view of the Bitcoin
ecosystem as well, in addition to current and possibly future views. Additionally,
parametrization or research of how to parametrize the variables is out of scope as
well.

A CLD model could be simulated, but for this thesis work that is out of scope.
Simulation of the CLD model would need a mathematical structure built in it.
Forming a mathematical model would be too difficult and require too much work
for this thesis. Therefore, the model is built to be conceptual only and also does
not use stocks and flows elements typical of simulatable models. This also means
that relative relevancy, or depth, between variables, such as the significance of some
specific usage types, is not evident by simply looking at the model. This makes
the model rather flat, but also applicable to changed environment where e.g. usage
patterns change dramatically from one to another.

The focus of the work and CLD model is specifically in Bitcoin. This means
that e.g. competetive cryptocurrency systems are only considered relevant by their
effects on users using Bitcoin. Bitcoin forks are considered as alternative systems
and therefore out of scope. The model is a view of the current Bitcoin system and
the effect and reality of forks is seen in variables regarding the social level of Bitcoin
ecosystem.
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4 Related work
This chapter presents earlier work related to the Bitcoin ecosystem, modeling of
cryptocurrencies and other related work.

4.1 Related work about the Bitcoin ecosystem
Naturally, bitcoin price is an important and interesting factor of the ecosystem and
as such, bitcoin pricing and e.g. fair/break-even valuation have been analyzed and
modeled in various ways. Ecosystem actors have been identified and their disruptive
potential has been researched previously. Ecosystem governance and its state and
effects in theory and practice have also been considerably researched, but the research
is quite incomprehensive and mixed. One of the most researched topic about Bitcoin
is the unique issuance of supply: bitcoin mining. There are lots of research articles
where Bitcoin mining has been analyzed and discussed from various viewpoints. An
agent-based model or causal loop diagram of the Bitcoin ecosystem was not found.

There have been various attempts to model the pricing of bitcoins. A research
by Hayes [32] in 2016 used empirical data and a regression model, resulting in
three key drivers of cryptocurrency valuation. These three drivers were the level
of competition in the network of producers (miners), the rate of unit production
and the difficulty of the used mining algorithm. Shortly, these data sets were used
to establish a cost of production model to determine fair valuations, or break-even
values, of cryptocurrencies. He also concluded that reductions in cost of mining, for
example for Bitcoin, tend to influence bitcoin price negatively. Kristoufek [33] used
wavelet coherence analysis. He concluded that bitcoin market value increases in the
long run the more it’s used for trade and that increasing prices increase demand for
bitcoins at the exchanges. A research by Fantazzini et al. [34] in 2016 determined
typical characteristics of Bitcoin users, modeled the bitcoin price development and
examined models to assess the fundamental value of bitcoins. They concluded that
main driver of bitcoin price is speculation, followed by supply and demand. They
found that global macro-financial variables have no effect on bitcoin pricing. There
are also various other articles and research about pricing of Bitcoin and possible
ways to model it, for example [35], [36] and [37].

A research [38] done in 2016 focused on start-ups in the Bitcoin ecosystem. They
gathered and identified Bitcoin start-ups and categorized them and did a case-study
of analyzing six venture-backed Bitcoin projects and their role in the ecosystem.
They concluded that each of their case-study companies leveraged features of Bitcoin
in their businesses. According to the research, central authorities are eliminated and
new markets are created by these businesses. Regardless of that, these innovations
may not lead to disruption outside the Bitcoin ecosystem. They also concluded that
most of the sectors they researched were underdeveloped at the time.

An article [39] published in 2014 argues that Bitcoin ecosystem is controlled
by few entities. They argue that miners can control Bitcoin and that Bitcoin core
developers have the authority to make changes to Bitcoin protocol. While both of
these claims are quite popular, they’re both largely incorrect.
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The first claim is about miners, claiming that miners control Bitcoin. Miners
can use their mining power to mine for any system. They can even make their own
system. If economically important Bitcoin nodes do not accept their work, they
are not paid for the work. Therefore they can not expand Bitcoin rules without
community consensus, and have quite a little power over the actual rules of the
Bitcoin system.

The second claim is about developers, claiming that developers have authority
over the system. Bitcoin developers cannot modify the Bitcoin system. In theory
and also in practice, they merely suggest changes to be adopted by the community.
Community chooses to accept or deny the suggested changes by running or not
running the code with the changes. Also, to further decrease the influence of Bitcoin
developers over the system, for example there is no auto-update functionality in the
most common full node implementations. The cited article uses a default node policy
change as an example of usage of power over the system. Default software policies,
however, are not consensus critical as anyone can set any policy they like.

Another example by them argues that Bitcoin developers decided the outcome of
a consensus bug case [23] in 2013, making Bitcoin developers a centralized authority
in charge of the Bitcoin system. They also argue that Bitcoin developers and miners
could possily restrict transactions. In this case, community rapidly formed consensus
on social level after the technical level consensus had failed. Developers played a
significant part in solving this problem quickly, but that in no way makes them the
centralized authority of the system or that particular consensus bug case. Regarding
miners restricting transactions, such would require consensus among majority of
the miners. In any case, Bitcoin security relies on majority of hashing power being
honest, so discussing miners being a problem in case they do something dishonest
with majority of the hashrate is unrelated to governance discussion. This is just one
example of many researches with mixed statements and findings about the governance
of Bitcoin.

4.2 System dynamic models of cryptocurrencies
There are very little publications about modeling Bitcoin or other cryptocurrency
ecosystems by using system dynamics or other tools. A paper [40] published in
2018 models a cryptocurrency ecosystem mostly from the mining, market value and
popularity viewpoints, using system dynamics. They also present history leading
to cryptocurrencies to emphasize how cryptocurrency systems have to function to
remain decentralized enough. Their paper points out that cryptocurrency markets
are often modeled either by examining impact of variables on the price, trade or
volatility or by examining participants and interactions of the whole cryptocurrency
market. According to them, a system dynamics model about any cryptocurrency
had not been presented in a scientific paper prior to them. They also concluded that
system dynamics is the best approach to better understand the Bitcoin phenomenon.
Other system dynamic models of cryptocurrencies or their ecosystems were not found.
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4.3 Other related work
This section briefly describes scientific publications about Bitcoin and other cryp-
tocurrency modeling, which are not part of earlier sections. An article [41] published
in 2017 applied econometrics’ GARCH modeling to cryptocurrencies. They found
out that major cryptocurrencies, including Bitcoin, do have extreme price volatility
especially in their inter-daily prices. Another article [42] published in 2017 researched
dynamics of the cryptocurrency market. They concluded that many statistical prop-
erties of cryptocurrency markets have been stable for years regardless of e.g. market
capitalizations exponential growth. A paper [43] published in 2017 researched the
nature of cryptocurrencies to evaluate their investability. They found several unique
aspects regarding leverage and error distributions. A research [44], also from 2017,
studied how cryptocurrencies could optimally work as a payment method. They
estimated that Bitcoin is generating a welfare loss of 1.4% of consumption and that
it can be lowered significantly with an optimal design.

A research [45] done in 2016 primarily presented an improved decentralized smart
contract system, but also introduced a formal blockchain model mainly to reason the
security of their smart contract system. A paper [46] published in 2014 researched
Bitcoin trading prices and value crash predictability by applying moving averages and
power law models on the data. Their results showed that Bitcoin value is primarily
driven by speculators. In 2017, a research [47] used Bayesian neural networks to
model and predict Bitcoin’s price and volatility.

Bitcoin mining has been modeled significantly. A research [48] done in 2016
studied and modeled the economics of mining in the Bitcoin market by forming an
agent-based artificial market model of mining. They concluded that their model
applies very well to some key facts of the mining scheme. A research [49] published in
2015 studied and identified Bitcoin’s key components to analyse Bitcoin’s properties
and future stability. They found some areas, such as anonymity, where improvement
can be done. They also concluded that Bitcoin is in practice ahead of theory, which
is a rare case.
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5 Research methods: Bitcoin ecosystem modeling
This chapter describes used research methods and the overall research process in-
cluding the interviews.

5.1 Modeling process
The modeling process begins by forming a starting model with Vensim. The starting
model is based on system dynamics theory and authors knowledge and perception
of the Bitcoin ecosystem. The model at this point would likely not be properly
comprehensive, and in any case would need validation of some kind. Validation of the
model can be done in various ways. One way is to simulate the model. Simulating
a model of a complex system such as Bitcoin can be very hard, as it would, for
example, require the model to have mathematical representation of the dynamics
of the variables. Such parametrization and forming of mathematical formulas were
quickly realized to be too overwhelming for this research. Therefore, a different
method to validate the model was chosen: expert interviews.

Expert interviews are in the crux of this research. The meaning of these interviews
is to improve and expand the ecosystem model based on the gathered information
and interviewees’ personal experiences. Interviewees are chosen based on experience
and knowledge from multiple areas and fields, ranging from experts in cryptography
and cryptocurrency technology to Bitcoin infrastructure operators and experts in
regulation and economy.

All the interviews are semi-structured [50]. This means that each interview
contains roughly the same questions with possibly varying order and other changes.
Some questions may be omitted and some questions may be added, based on how
the interview advances. Semi-structured interviews are structured interviews which
allow some flexibility while keeping the general structure the same. The method is
also very suitable when exploring a complex subject such as Bitcoin.

The final phase of the modeling process revolves around expert interviews. At
this phase the model is getting validated and improved based on the contribution of
interviewed experts. Interviewees are interviewed one at a time. This enables the
model and questions to be improved between interviews. This process is iterative,
meaning that the interviewees are always presented the latest version of the model.
The model formed after the interviews is the final model.

Finally, the model is coloured according to loose categories to increase clarity.
Colouring would not necessarily be needed, and therefore both versions, the coloured
and non-coloured version are shown. Definitive categorization of variables forming the
Bitcoin ecosystem would be counterproductive, as categories are often overlapping
significantly. Therefore, it is emphasized that coloured version is simply meant to
increase clarity and not to separate factors in specific groups.
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5.2 The model before interviews
The modeling process is started by forming a starting model. The starting model
is made based on how the author understands the Bitcoin ecosystem. Author’s
viewpoints and experience have a significant effect on this resulting model, as modeling
Bitcoin ecosystem requires choices about weighting and characterization of factors
and dynamics between them. In the end of this phase, the model is likely not
comprehensive and needs validation. Comprehensiveness and reliability of the model
are improved in the following phase of expert interviews.

The starting model can be seen in figure 3. Rationale of the model is explained
in detail in the following sections.

Figure 3: The model before interviews

5.2.1 Factors of the Bitcoin ecosystem

First of all, defining Bitcoin comprehensively is very hard if not impossible. This
fact resulted in difficulties in finding relatively static and unambiguous factors of the
system. Additionally, Bitcoin system can be easily over-simplified. Over-simplified
model would lead to a poor outcome regarding understanding of the system. Some
factors and functionalities were nonetheless found to be clear and straightforward
enough to start modeling. After tinkering with possible ways to model the system, a
choice was made about how to proceed with the modeling. The result was to model
Bitcoin as a multi-level phenomenon that is affected by various factors, some of which
are simultaneously defining and changing it.

Some factors of the system are much simpler and straightforward than others.
For example, mining functionality is quite static and unambiguous to model, at
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the high ecosystem level. To clarify various viewpoints of defining Bitcoin and
affecting factors of Bitcoin, a categorization of system factors was done. As Bitcoin
is a technical, social and economical phenomenon, it makes sense to categorize its
ecosystem model factors similarly. This also enables separating unambiguous factors
from more complex factors.

5.2.2 Categorization of ecosystem factors

The factor categorization was done as seen in table 1. Colours in the table are used to
highlight factors in the model previously seen in figure 3. The resulting highlighted
view can be seen in figure 4.

Table 1: Categorization of Bitcoin ecosystem model factors

Category Short description HL colour
Mining factors Factors related to bitcoin supply issuance Blue
Protocol factors Mostly technical factors related to Bitcoin protocol Orange
User-level factors Factors not directly related to the protocol Green
Social factors Factors affecting social contract of Bitcoin Purple

Figure 4: The model before interviews with coloured factor categories

The ecosystem requires all factor categories, or levels of the ecosystem, to operate
properly. Factor categories have some overlapping and are partially generalizations to
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highlight main characteristics. Mining and protocol factors, in this categorization, are
mostly on the technical level. This means that technological solutions are the most
significant matter for those factors. User-level factors are mostly about how people
use and perceive Bitcoin, and about the results of that. Protocol isn’t necessarily
affected by changes on that level, except via the link to mining profitability which is
linked to protocol security. Social factors affect everything in the ecosystem. Social
level dictates how technological solutions and economical level are used and behave
in the real world of humans.

5.2.3 Mining factors

Mining factors were separated as its own category, as it’s easy to separate them from
the rest of the ecosystem. Simply put, miners do the assigned work and get paid. The
whole mining scheme is linked to rest of the ecosystem via a couple of links. First of
all, mining has to be possible. This is enabled by the protocol. The Bitcoin protocol
gets blockchain immutability from the miners. Amount of mining activity can be
measured by looking at the network hashrate. Protocol has been built so that
all the stakeholders, or bitcoin owners, are paying miners for the immutability they
provide in the form of new supply of bitcoins, the coinbase reward. In addition
to that, bitcoin users pay transaction fees to the miners. Finally, BTC/USD
exchange ratio determines the total block reward measured in USD. This makes it
possible to compare mining rewards to costs, e.g. to mining equipment manufacturing
and operating costs. All in all, mining is kind of a subsystem in the whole Bitcoin
ecosystem.

5.2.4 Protocol factors

Protocol factors are about the technical structure and functionality of the Bitcoin
network and blockchain. The protocol-level network consists of mostly full nodes, so
obviously reliability of the Bitcoin node software is extremely important. Skilled de-
velopers increase the reliability of the system by developing quality implementations
of plans and ideas. It’s also very important for the system that users use the protocol
in the proper way. Technology itself can’t form consensus in a consensus-based
system like Bitcoin if people are not using the technology. The proper way to access
the Bitcoin protocol is to do it by using a self-ran full node. Detailed reasoning of
this can be seen in the Bitcoin Wiki [21]. Using the protocol properly is important
for the protocol and ecosystem security as a whole. This is modeled as variable
Users using a full node instead of a light/SPV node, linked to Perceived
Bitcoin system security/reliability. The rationale behind this specifically is that
a network consisting of mostly light or SPV [51] nodes would not be a secure network
for anyone, as then the network would be mostly based on non-verifying nodes.
This would mean that ecosystem users at large wouldn’t be doing full verification of
the blockchain, allowing various sorts of activity against the intended rules of the
protocol.

An incident [52] happened in 2015 where some miners were not doing full verifica-
tion of the blockchain. This resulted in several invalid blocks, blocks that would not
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be rewarded by the system. As a result, these non-verifying miners lost hundreds of
thousands of dollars worth of bitcoins. This incident was constrained in the mining
subsystem and did not significantly affect rest of the ecosystem. Protocol-wide
skipping of verifying compliance of rules would likely result in serious system-wide
problems.

The system is perceived to be more stronger the longer it has been around and
working. This is modeled as variable Bitcoin system/technology age. In addition
to that, cryptographical algorithms have to be strong to have a secure system. As
long as the consensus is that these algorithms are safe for the intended use, the
protocol remains to be perceived as safe regarding those factors. Unexpected
security problems such as bugs can have significant effect on the perceived security
of the whole protocol.

5.2.5 User-level factors

User-level factors combine social and economical levels. User-level factors categoriza-
tion is meant to separate protocol and mining factors from how the protocol is used
and perceived. For example, all the infrastructure including exchanges, merchants,
wallet providers and so on are operating on their own level that is not related directly
to the underlying protocol. The underlying protocol is the root of everything built
to use or being related the protocol. For example, bitcoins total valuation, in USD,
is a product of user-level factors.

User-level factors are further split in two categories. One category is the users.
There are various kinds of Bitcoin users, such as enthusiasts, speculators, criminals,
long-term investors, businesses and so on. Second category is valuation, usually
measured in US dollars.

Bitcoin has been attracting more and more users, as is evidenced by the increased
transaction activity, USD valuation and media coverage over the years. This means
that the Bitcoin ecosystem offers features that people want to use. One group of users,
enthusiasts, usually value Bitcoin features that offer soundness of money and enable
financial sovereignty. Early adopters were largely enthusiasts. In the earlier days
of Bitcoin, enthusiasts accounted for majority of the ecosystem users. Long-term
investors (BTC/USD) are often individual enthusiasts, too, as they see potential
in the system in long-term. Currently, speculators are the supermajority of all users.
However, enthusiasts have significant influence to the system as a whole. Enthusiasts
are the people who develop and mainly run the underlying Bitcoin protocol and
some of the infrastructure built to use it. Infrastructure companies and operators
are counted as users, too. They build services and platforms for others users to use.
According to a research [34] introduced in an earlier chapter, speculators are the
biggest group of Bitcoin ecosystem users affecting the USD valuation of bitcoins.

The valuation is a product of various factors, some of which are unknown and
unmeasurable. A research [33] introduced in chapter 4 had found that bitcoin
valuation increases the more it’s used for trade. All kinds of Bitcoin usage is modeled
as Overall Bitcoin usage which has a positive link to BTC/USD exchange
ratio.
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5.2.6 Social factors

Social factors dictate the significance and use of the system and it’s other factors.
One of the most important social factors is Level of social consensus of what is
Bitcoin. This factor tells about the strength of consensus about what is Bitcoin in
the community. As Bitcoin can’t really be defined, there has to be consensus about
what it is. This community consensus also slowly modifies what Bitcoin is. Possible
incompatible visions of what Bitcoin should be decrease the overall level of social
consensus of what is Bitcoin. On the other hand, economically important Bitcoin
nodes strengthen the social consensus by using their economical level weight.

Regardless of all this ambiguity around consensus and definition of what is Bitcoin,
Bitcoin has still been unequivocally identifiable since its inception. Bitcoin system
has also received several updates during its lifetime, which means that the system is
updateable.

Bitcoin is often said to be apolitical phenomenon, which is a misconception. The
future of the Bitcoin system is affected by politics, because it’s a social system after
all. A research [53] done in 2018 by N. Dodd argues that Bitcoin having replaced
social relations is fiction. He argues that Bitcoin has thriven despite of its reliance
upon machines. I argue that many aspects that could be corrupted by modified
social contract have been "set in stone" by forming a strong anonymous peer-to-peer
network and protocol which can’t be changed radically or rapidly. Incentive model
and decentralization are strong factors against pure social contract solely defining how
Bitcoin operates. Incentive model strongly influences the social contract to keep the
system beneficial to incentivized stakeholders. Decentralization complicates and slows
down all consensus-related protocol changes. The incentive model also makes users
not change the protocol rules they’re following unless they are absolutely confident
that there’s a wide consensus supporting those changes. All in all, in authors opinion,
some social relations have been replaced or alleviated by technological structures
built and occurring in the Bitcoin ecosystem. These choices are part of the social
contract of Bitcoin, effectively reducing the importance of social level regarding
e.g. governance by using technology.

5.3 Interviews
At this point, the CLD model is ready to be improved by the results of the interviews.
The interviews were held in physical and virtual meetings during April and May in
2019 and they were conducted in series, each improving the model and questions
before the next interview. As Bitcoin ecosystem is a multi-level phenomenon and
can be discussed from various perspectives, people with different areas of expertise
were interviewed. The interviewed people were Kimmo Mäkinen, Senior Advisory
at Finnish Ministry of Finance, Henry Brade, Chairman of the board of Prasos,
Aleksi Grym, Head of Digitalisation at the Bank of Finland, Timo Hotti, Technology
Strategist at OP Financial Group, Pekka Kaipio, Technology Strategist at OP
Financial Group and Gregory Maxwell, Bitcoin expert.
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5.3.1 Interview with Kimmo Mäkinen

The first interview was with Kimmo Mäkinen, Senior Advisory at Ministry of Finance.
His main interest regarding blockchain systems has been about researching ways
to increase efficiency of the public sector by using blockchain technology. Bitcoin
and blockchain technology in general have gained significant interest among the
government and EU officials and researchers. For example, according to Mäkinen,
there have been research about possibilities of smart contract based taxing and supply
chain systems in Finland. There are also taxation-related blockchain-innovated
systems in the works in the EU. In addition to these, there’s active on-going
discussion on the governmental level about Bitcoin, blockchain and cryptocurrencies
in general.

Mäkinen emphasized on the superior uptime and reliability of Bitcoin and un-
challenged technical system architecture and incentive model introduced by Satoshi
Nakamoto. He saw that Bitcoin ecosystem is the largest among users of cryptocur-
rencies due to being the most widespread and known with unrivalled system security.
Regarding the governance of the Bitcoin system, in Mäkinen’s opinion it has no
specific people with power to change protocol rules. Also, according to Mäkinen,
Bitcoin has no serious contender at this time.

Low transaction throughput was identified as problematic to various use cases,
such as small payments and micropayments. However, that could be relieved to some
extent by using layer technologies, like the Lightning Network [18]. Additionally,
he saw accepting bitcoins as a small business to be somewhat difficult compared to
accepting traditional payment methods. The integration possibilities of fiat payment
methods are much better than what is available for cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin.

Mäkinen saw ambiguity in the current regulation around cryptocurrencies, espe-
cially regarding taxation of cryptocurrency transactions. He also saw open questions
in the future of cryptocurrency taxation. For example, if Bitcoin or other cryptocur-
rency had a flow of money between users instead of clear single payments, how would
the taxation work in that case.

According to Mäkinen, current regulation regarding cryptocurrencies is largely
focusing on enabling anti money laundering (AML) and know-your-customer (KYC)
policies and structures to apply for cryptocurrency infrastructure providers. Reg-
ulation can’t really do much about activity happening inside a decentralized and
permissionless economy, so it remains rather unknown how AML/KYC or any regu-
lation is going to be applied outside service providers.

In Mäkinen’s opinion, Satoshi and other developers likely had envisioned, when
designing the system, having a bitcoin-only economy at some point in the future.
Mäkinen also saw this as possibly difficult from the viewpoint of compatibility with
current fiat-based systems, their infrastructure and regulation.

Due to these regulation-related discussions, the model was improved by dividing
Regulation variable into positive and negative variables. Positive regulation
increases infrastructure by, for example, strengthening the regulatory framework and
increasing infrastructure’s legitimacy. Negative regulation decreases infrastructure
as it, for example, stresses infrastructure services and operators.
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One factor that Mäkinen brought up in the interview was non-centralized peer-to-
peer exchanging and its increasing relevance to the ecosystem. Mäkinen noted that
regulatory authorities in Finland have not recognized the possibility of decentralized
exchanges at all. As this was not really considered in the CLD model prior the inter-
view, decentralized peer-to-peer exchanging was then added in the Infrastructure
variable.

Mäkinen didn’t identify any essential factors to be missing in the presented
ecosystem CLD model seen in figure 4. He mentioned that factor Incompatible
visions of what Bitcoin should be will likely remain to be significant, as it’s
unlikely that any single unanimous idea will prevail in the future either. In his
opinion, Bitcoin’s greatest promise is to offer fair and unbiased payment method that
is available to anyone in addition to offering ultimate immutability of transaction
history. In addition to those, Mäkinen highlighted decentralization, or no single
point of failure, to be one of the most important promises of the Bitcoin system.

In conclusion, Mäkinen saw great possibilities for the future in making various
value-related systems real-time and generally more fluid by using blockchain-based
technology. The compatibility or transition from fiat-based systems to cryptocurrency
systems was seen as problematic and largely unknown and unsolved at this point. He
considered the presented CLD model to be a valid closed view of the system, even
though it doesn’t include external factors that are essential when connecting Bitcoin
to outside the ecosystem. This interview validated the correctness of the CLD model
and also helped to improve it. Most insight was gained about regulations regarding
cryptocurrencies. This was also reflected as concrete improvement in the CLD model
as regulation factor was then split in to positive and negative variables. Additionally,
peer-to-peer exchanging was highlighted in the infrastructure variable.

5.3.2 Interview with Henry Brade

The second interviewee was Henry Brade, the former CEO and current chairman
of the board of Prasos. Prasos is one of the earliest and most successful Finnish
companies offering services in the Bitcoin ecosystem. Brade has been personally
actively involved in the Bitcoin phenomenon since 2011.

Brade agreed that speculation and investing are the biggest use cases of Bitcoin
currently. In Brade’s opinion, the single most important unique feature of Bitcoin
is scarcity. According to him, investments in Bitcoin mainly base on Bitcoin being
scarce. Bitcoin’s other features like possibility for financial sovereignty and privacy
are also major reasons people have to invest in Bitcoin. He noted that these features
are often used as reasoning for earlier and future valuation gains, and that they’re
not just that: people also actually use Bitcoin because of these features.

In Brade’s opinion, new Bitcoin users are typically allured in to Bitcoin scene by
superficial aspects, such as increase in price and high publicity. However, he also
noted that some of those users do get more deeply intrigued by Bitcoin and start
digging deeper in to what Bitcoin is about.

When asked about definition or promise of Bitcoin, Brade answered that Bitcoin
is what it is right now, and people have their own opinions of how it should or would
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evolve in the future. Brade said that individuals in the ecosystem steer the path to
the future of Bitcoin. Brade’s personal opinion is that Bitcoin is a monetary system
that is primarily suitable to function as a digital gold and possibly as a powerful
payment system in the long run. He said that Bitcoin has worked improvingly well
as digital gold, but not so well as a payment system. Lightning Network and other
technological improvements could bring Bitcoin into being a widespread payment
system as well.

According to Brade, social consensus of what is Bitcoin is the governing and
defining factor of the Bitcoin system. He said that technical layer and social layer
form kind of a symbiotic relation. It is very hard to change the Bitcoin protocol due to
strong technical architecture. However, any kind of change is in theory possible with
overwhelming support on the social level. The strong technical consensus supports
the social consensus of what is Bitcoin. According to him, history has already shown
that Bitcoin is very resilient to significant changes initiated at the social level.

Brade emphasized the leaderless nature of the Bitcoin ecosystem, which is not
just theoretical but also seen in practice, especially when compared to other cryp-
tocurrencies and their ecosystems. Against a common belief, he sees that Bitcoin
developers do not possess any direct control over changes to the Bitcoin system. In
Brade’s view, Bitcoin ecosystem governance is decentralized and somewhat weighted
to various types of actors across the ecosystem. For example, key developers, major
exchanges and miners have more power over the system than others.

When talking about systematic risks of Bitcoin, Brade saw that currently the
governance and consensus of what is Bitcoin are quite strongly supported by enthusi-
asts representing large portion of Bitcoin users. However, in the future this may not
be so, which could lead to the majority of Bitcoin users changing the system in a
way which the current enthusiasts would see as totally wrong for Bitcoin. This could
lead to a similar situation as to what happened with Ethereum when it forked from
the prior Ethereum system, now called Ethereum Classic, where current Ethereum
won the name, brand and most of the userbase.

Brade mentioned regulation as being one of the factors having possibly very
significant effect on the ecosystem, e.g. for how well the ecosystem works. For
example, an extremely negative global regulation, such as banning fiat banking of
Bitcoin services or making mining illegal, could cripple the ecosystem. However, in
such a case, the Bitcoin protocol would likely stay alive due to its extreme resilience
to being shut down. In any case, such a situation of having extreme regulation is
very unlikely. Regulation is nonetheless affecting Bitcoin ecosystem currently and in
the future, including miners. This connection between regulation and mining was
brought up by Brade. The CLD model was improved by adding links from positive
and negative regulation to Mining investments and Miners.

According to Brade, using Bitcoin without having relation to fiat banking system
is currently somewhat difficult and quite rare. Therefore, having connections to the
banking infrastructure is useful for the current Bitcoin ecosystem and having proper
regulation is important for banking infrastructure to be able to work with Bitcoin
and other cryptocurrencies.

In Brade’s opinion, other cryptocurrencies are beneficial to the Bitcoin ecosystem
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in general. According to him, other cryptocurrencies increase overall knowledge and
often act as introduction to cryptocurrencies. They also can and have acted as kind
of test platforms, as other cryptocurrencies are better for tests than plain test setups.
Other cryptocurrencies often have somewhat meaningful valuation, which is required
for testing certain aspects of new ideas.

According to Brade, Bitcoin is unrivalled at this time due to multiple factors.
These factors include Bitcoin having highest security and reliability, most trustable
immutability of transaction history, open access and absolute scarcity, being oldest
system with proven history, and being the most known and used cryptocurrency,
also having with highest liquidity at exchanges. Brade didn’t find any issues about
the presented CLD model of the ecosystem seen in figure 4. He thought that the
ecosystem model would probably look roughly the same after 10 years as well.

In conclusion, Brade saw the Bitcoin ecosystem as a strong phenomenon com-
prising of various factors. According to him, the social contract is what ultimately
defines what is Bitcoin. Also, regarding the CLD model, he perceived it to be a
valid view of the Bitcoin ecosystem. This interview primarily helped to validate the
correctness of the CLD model. Brade’s insight also helped to improve the model
further as links between regulations and mining factors were added in the model.

The model was updated after these first two interviews based on interviewees
ideas and suggestions to improve the model. Updated model can be seen in figure 5.

Figure 5: The model after first two interviews
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5.3.3 Interview with Aleksi Grym

The third interviewee was Aleksi Grym from the Bank of Finland. Grym has a
strong background of being a technology entrepreneur and investor. Bank of Finland
is the central bank of Finland and a national monetary authority. Bitcoin has been
researched by Bank of Finland since 2014. One of the main reasons Bank of Finland
has been interested in Bitcoin has been to study whether Bitcoin is a currency or
something else. As Bank of Finland is the national monetary authority, they are
very interested when or if a new currency possibly arises. They have concluded that
Bitcoin is something else than a currency, so they have no direct similar interest in
it like they have in, for example, the euro. They are nonetheless interested in the
Bitcoin phenomenon as it’s a whole new type of an asset class with a new kind of
market, even though Bitcoin is still at quite a small scale at this point in time.

Grym saw Bitcoin mainly as software and a peer-to-peer network. As there is no
official Bitcoin software, according to Grym people just need to rely on others to
use compatible software as well. The consensus of what is Bitcoin was in Grym’s
opinion not very important as long as there exists a secondary market to sell the
tokens at. In other words, the consensus doesn’t need to be strong as long as the
tokens are liquidable in some way. If incompatible software would be used, and
the Bitcoin network would be split, the network with majority of users would likely
be called Bitcoin and get the overall Bitcoin brand. Regarding alternative systems
based on or competing with Bitcoin, Grym saw that it would be hard to overthrow
Bitcoin due to its major first-mover advantage compared to its competitors. However,
in Grym’s opinion, the Bitcoin brand is quite fragile and a powerful party could
possibly successfully spend loads of resources to completely change what is perceived
as Bitcoin. Regardless, Grym estimated that the Bitcoin system, including the
brand and technical protocol, will stay as unchanged as it has been so far in the
near foreseeable future as well. However, he also said that systems like Bitcoin can
nonetheless change significantly in a short time.

In Grym’s opinion, bitcoins are intangible assets that carry a right to write in
the Bitcoin blockchain and reasons for people to eventually be holding bitcoins are
quite obscure. Regarding the valuation of Bitcoin, he saw it as largely emotionally
driven. According to him, the real demand for bitcoins possibly comes from people’s
desire to hold bitcoins in search for an insurance against economic collapse or simply
to subjectively feel safety or privacy when holding bitcoins. However, such reasons
to own or buy bitcoins represent only a tiny fraction of why people buy bitcoins
currently, as the most significant reason remains to be trading and speculation. In
Grym’s opinion, Bitcoin is a very expensive system as it uses lots of resources such
as electricity. According to him, these costs are mostly not paid by people with real
demand for bitcoins, but with money brought in to the system by new users.

Grym described Bitcoin as a collective, decentralized pyramid scheme -like system.
For example, even though there is no single authority or centralized party promising
gains for people who join the Bitcoin system, individual people are promising various
kinds of future gains. This means that Bitcoin and how it’s marketed by people
are effectively operating the same way as any pyramid scheme or ponzi scam, even
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though it is not controlled centrally. In Grym’s opinion, the user-level layer of Bitcoin
has very little to do with the underlying technical layer or protocol. He estimated
that Bitcoin has mainly grown due to other than technical layer reasons and that
the largest part of bitcoin owners do not care to verify or use the system on the
protocol layer at all. In his opinion, it’s realistical to assume that investors and
speculating users are going to significantly fade away from the Bitcoin ecosystem, as
so has happened in the history with similar phenomena as Bitcoin.

In contrast to Brade, Grym saw that Bitcoin is not scarce at all. One of his
reasons was that Bitcoin is software, so any parameters – like parameters regarding
scarcity – can be changed, making bitcoins not scarce. Grym’s main reasoning for
Bitcoin being not scarce was Bitcoin’s intangibility and the nature of being a social
contract after all, and that contract could be changed at any time. Grym’s third
reason was that the Bitcoin asset and brand are not really tied to the technical
layer of the blockchain solution, so the technical layer of Bitcoin could be changed
to something completely different or be even fully removed. Additionally, Grym
mentioned that as most bitcoin transactions happen off-chain, new bitcoins can be
made out of thin air in the off-chain centralized databases, effectively making more
bitcoins than the 21 million specified in the technical protocol.

Grym emphasized that payments are a minority use case of the Bitcoin system
and even the whole Bitcoin system is very tiny compared to e.g. traditional payment
or monetary systems. He saw that Bitcoin will never meaningfully challenge the
euro system or major payment or monetary systems in general. He emphasized
the extremely large scale difference between Bitcoin and other systems. However,
he mentioned that Bitcoin does excel in few minority use cases, such as illegal
darknet markets and ransomware payments, where other payment systems are in
minority. Due to the trade-offs in efficiency that enable Bitcoin to offer features used
in e.g. above-mentioned use cases, Bitcoin can’t really compete with major payment
systems.

In Grym’s opinion, the Bitcoin ecosystem has been crowded by actors who have
unattached the core Bitcoin features and system from rest of the ecosystem. This
has resulted in unwarranted valuation of bitcoins, simultaneously giving unjustified
influence and weight to the ideas of the underlying system. For example, according
to him the high valuation of bitcoins has been wrongly leveraged as a reasoning for
the success of the Bitcoin system.

Regarding the CLD model presented in figure 5, Grym mentioned that some of
the variables are more significant than others, which is not visible in the model. For
example, he emphasized the importance of full nodes, speculation and existence of
secondary markets for the Bitcoin ecosystem. He said that the model is somewhat
in detail, so some sort of an overall model that summarizes the presented one, in
addition to the existing colours, could be useful for clarity. He also commented on the
model that it starts from nowhere and ends nowhere, which is typical to Bitcoin-like
decentralized authorless systems.

In conclusion, Grym saw blockchain systems to be mostly useful as public times-
tamp servers. In his opinion, the current costs of the Bitcoin system are not at all
paid by those who actually use the Bitcoin system, as the costs are mostly paid by
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new users buying bitcoins from secondary markets. In addition to that, most of the
people do not ever need the features that Bitcoin offers, and are unlikely to be willing
to pay the costs for having such features. According to Grym, Bitcoin is ultimately
what people want to perceive as Bitcoin, and the current underlying technical system
can be replaced at any time if the community chooses to do so. All in all, he saw the
presented CLD model as a good view of what forms the Bitcoin ecosystem. This
interview helped to understand major scale differences and differences in relevancy
between the Bitcoin ecosystem and other systems in the world, in addition to realizing
scale differences and functionality inside the Bitcoin ecosystem itself as well.

5.3.4 Interview with Timo Hotti and Pekka Kaipio

The fourth interview was with Timo Hotti and Pekka Kaipio from OP Financial
Group. Hotti has a strong background in decentralized data processing and innovation
management. In his opinion, Bitcoin is a major innovation as it demonstrates that
value can be transferred in the Internet without relying on a trusted third party.
Kaipio has strong knowledge about Bitcoin and related systems, and his work
in the last three years has been revolving around blockchain technology and its
applications. Both Kaipio and Hotti have been researching and working around
blockchain technologies in goal to improve current financial systems.

In Hotti’s opinion, Bitcoin is a digital asset which is valuable to the community
which values it. He saw that Bitcoin has been gaining lots of publicity and expecta-
tions, some of which are unjustified and unrealistic. In his opinion, Bitcoin protocol
is likely going to stay unhacked in the foreseeable future and that majority of scams
and risks lie on the user-level layer where Bitcoin protocol is not enforcing anything.
In addition to that, the whole Bitcoin brand can be separated at least partially from
the actual Bitcoin system. According to him, the case of Bitcoin brand having no
owner is very odd. Especially if some problems arise around the brand, it would be
extremely difficult to estimate the outcome. Additionally, Hotti estimated that a
significant portion of Bitcoin’s value is due to the brand.

According to Hotti, Bitcoin is a social construct made to solve problems that users
of Bitcoin have. In his opinion, the technical Bitcoin system enabling solutions can
be replaced if something more suitable arises. In Kaipio’s opinion, the defining factor
of Bitcoin is the nature of being an autonomous algorithm which is not governed by
anyone. He agreed with Hotti that if a better technical solution emerges, the Bitcoin
brand may evolve to mean something completely different than the current technical
protocol.

Kaipio saw that one of the reasons people are interested in Bitcoin comes from
its first-mover advantage, being the first real leaderless and independent open-source
system that enables owning and transferring value over the Internet. In his opinion,
if Satoshi Nakamoto ever came back and revealed himself, people’s interest in Bitcoin
would likely change dramatically and Bitcoin wouldn’t be considered sovereign
anymore.

In Hotti’s opinion, Bitcoin has been mostly marketed as a payment system
without banks. In his opinion, there is a discrepancy between being suitable as a
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payment system and having a promise of gaining value over time. Additionally, the
value of bitcoins is highly volatile which weakens Bitcoin’s suitability as a payment
system. According to Hotti, bitcoins are currently largely in the hands of few, which
is another reason for unsuitability for being a major payment system as then a couple
of large bitcoin holders would be unbearably rich. He saw that governments are
unlikely to be accepting bitcoins e.g. as tax payments, which further makes Bitcoin’s
promise as a major payment system null. All in all, he saw that Bitcoin’s role as a
payment system will not be significant in the future, contrary to how Bitcoin is often
portrayed by people. However, Bitcoin does have other uses, such as those which
benefit from the extremely immutable database. For example, Kaipio mentioned
that the Bitcoin blockchain database could be used to store digital identity data.
Similar immutability is technically very hard to achieve in general.

According to Kaipio, control over Bitcoin is already held by miners and mining
equipment manufacturers. He said that it’s unknown what kind of equipment is
already in the hands of those manufacturers, and some of them could for example
already have enough mining capacity to steer the development of the protocol. As
the Bitcoin protocol largely relies on mining being decentralized enough, such a
case would be problematic for the functionality and security of Bitcoin. In Kaipio’s
opinion, the Bitcoin ecosystem has steered significantly away from the original idea
of people being completely equal to each other by taking part in the peer-to-peer
network. In his view, Bitcoin mining centralization and unsuitability of running full
node software e.g. on a mobile phone have increased the amount of middlemen in
the ecosystem. In Kaipio’s opinion the Bitcoin network is not as decentralized as
commonly portrayed.

According to Hotti, the pseudonymous nature of bitcoins owners is problematic
from the viewpoint of traditional banking and governments, for example regarding
verifying the source of funds. In his opinion, Bitcoin would need to have identity
management for certain kind of transactions where know-your-customer policy is a
good thing to have, e.g. when buying real estate. Essentially, he saw that Bitcoin
would likely be much more usable if it had some kind of web-of-trust or some other
kind of identity management system built-in in addition to the current system where
all the transactions happen pseudonymously. The decentralized nature of Bitcoin
results in having no responsible party if something goes wrong. In Hotti’s opinion,
this lack of a responsible party is a major issue businesses, banks and governments
have with Bitcoin.

Both Hotti and Kaipio agreed that the presented CLD model in figure 5 is a valid
view of the Bitcoin ecosystem. Kaipio mentioned the heavy burden of being fully
responsible of own money, emphasizing difficulties in secure storage and handling
of private keys. In his view, very few really want to have such responsibility. To
display this factor of the ecosystem in the CLD model, security management
problems variable was added with a negative effect on the Infrastructure variable.
Infrastructure is where biggest problems regarding issues in security management
have occurred, though security management is essential factor for everyone handling
bitcoins.

In conclusion, both Hotti and Kaipio saw Bitcoin and other blockchain systems
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as very innovative and interesting. They emphasized the very fast pace of innovation
that is currently occurring around them. In their opinion, Bitcoin has demonstrated
the possibility of doing various things, especially during the early years of Bitcoin
when there were no scalability problems or significant regulation of Bitcoin businesses.
These demonstrations include use cases such as transferring value over the Internet
and e.g. mobile payments. The contribution by Hotti and Kaipio helped to improve
the CLD model in addition to validating it.

5.3.5 Interview with Gregory Maxwell

The last interviewee was Bitcoin expert and developer Gregory Maxwell. Maxwell
has an extensive history around mathematics, cryptography, networking, distributed
systems, computer science and Bitcoin. He has participated and used his skills and
knowledge in various high leverage activities which have had a significant impact
on societies around the world. Maxwell’s deep interest in Bitcoin arises from to its
various aspects, including cryptography, potential of political impact and finance.

In Maxwell’s view, people are intrigued by Bitcoin due to various reasons. One
of these reasons is the idea of Bitcoin being the money of the Internet. Prior to
Bitcoin, all the payments in the Internet had to be done by using a trusted third
party. A trusted third party had not been a requirement for a long time in almost any
other kind of interaction between people in the Internet. Bitcoin finally removed this
requirement of having trusted third party for payments as well. Maxwell brought up
that some people have unwarranted problems with fiat money payment institutions,
such as banks. In his opinion, Bitcoin may directly offer a working solution for them
or at least encourage traditional institutions to emphasize on not causing unwarranted
problems to their customers as customers have an alternative. In addition to that,
in his opinion some may be interested in Bitcoin, because it can be seen as an
alternative to entire fiat money systems. As one of the reasons, Maxwell mentioned
that some people are simply interested in the technology and protocols enabled by
Bitcoin. He said that Bitcoin may also be the first opportunity to learn about money.
In Maxwell’s opinion, the single most popular motivation people have regarding
Bitcoin is to get more value by investing in it. He mentioned that people are possibly
usually motivated by multiple reasons instead of just a single one and that diversity
of motivations is essential to have a functional money system.

In Maxwell’s opinion, Bitcoin is native Internet money distinguished from other
systems due to it being equally available to everyone and being more strongly
governed by economics while being more neutral with economic considerations than
just some social whim or experience. Bitcoin is committed to provide stability,
security and personal autonomy even if it meant for example less adoption due to
trade-offs. Regarding scarcity, Maxwell mentioned that Bitcoin being the first of
cryptocurrencies is a valid method and reasoning of scarcity as no other system
can take Bitcoin’s place in that regard. Regarding the usage and value of Bitcoin,
Maxwell mentioned that the potential of being able to do something gives the most
of the value and reason for the existence of the system. In other words, people do
not need to specifically do e.g. bitcoin transactions for the system to be valuable for
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them and others. In his opinion, Bitcoin’s features are not crucial to majority of
transactions, but for those transactions where the features really matter, they matter
critically.

According to Maxwell, Bitcoin is ultimately a social construct. In his view,
the social layer and the technical underpinning of Bitcoin amplify each other and
neither of them could possibly provide a stable system on their own. Maxwell
emphasized systemic stability as extremely crucial for a system like Bitcoin. In his
opinion, competitors of Bitcoin have sharpened Bitcoin community’s commitment
to Bitcoin’s naturally distinguishing characteristics as competing systems are often
valuing different things than Bitcoin. Therefore, it makes most sense for Bitcoin to
focus on the features that are most suitable for Bitcoin specifically.

In Maxwell’s opinion, Bitcoin has suffered from a lot of rapid growth, which is not
a bad thing, but has caused the community to have loads of confusion for example
about the valuable features of Bitcoin. Mature open source ecosystems, such as the
one of Linux, do have various communication and collaboration platforms to increase
understanding and communication in general. According to Maxwell, Bitcoin still
lacks such infrastructure, partially due to the rapid growth. Alternative cryptocurren-
cies have also increased confusion, as they for example often give unrealistic promises,
simultaneously discarding especially long-term issues as nothing.

Regarding the future of Bitcoin, Maxwell said that he’s not completely sure about
the long term incentive model being valid, as it is yet unknown how Bitcoin will
be used in the future. In his opinion, Satoshi’s idea of how Bitcoin works was only
partially solved for the long run. According to Maxwell, Bitcoin developers are
reasonably confident these days that long term incentives are workable. He saw short-
term social movements as problematic, as they often ignore long-term implications
and promise short-term gains. Such movements are intriguing to people looking
for short-term gains. For Bitcoin, it would be best if people and the community
slowly grew to understand the long-term value of the system and how it should
not be sacrificed for short-term gains. In Maxwell’s opinion, if some kind of loss of
confidence happened with Bitcoin, it would possibly take tens of years to regain the
confidence.

Maxwell agreed that the presented CLD model seen in figure 5 is a reasonable view
of the ecosystem. He mentioned that basically everything is connected to everything,
and that setting a threshold for the most important and meaningful connections
is hard. Maxwell pointed out that competing and alternative cryptocurrencies
possibly have more positive than negative effect on the usage of Bitcoin, as they do
increase awareness of the overall cryptocurrency scene and may even increase Bitcoin’s
accessibility and usability. Variable Competing cryptocurrencies and -systems
was changed to have positive effect on the Overall Bitcoin usage. Maxwell also
mentioned that some infrastructure services and operators do contribute to the
development by hiring developers or doing development themselves. Due to this, a
positive link from Infrastructure to Developers was added. All in all, Maxwell
saw nothing important to be missing in the model. He also mentioned that the model
could be possibly applied for other cryptocurrencies as well by making additions to
it.
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In conclusion, Maxwell saw that Bitcoin is very important and interesting system
and phenomenon due to various reasons. In his view, it’s crucial for money system to
have various motivations of usage, and Bitcoin fulfills that. According to him, Bitcoin
has grown very fast and still lacks communication and collaboration infrastructure,
which has resulted in vagueness and confusion about e.g. what Bitcoin is most suitable
for. Maxwell’s input helped to validate and improve the model in addition to receiving
loads of fascinating insight about the Bitcoin phenomenon and its surroundings.
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6 Results
The main goal of the research was to find out how the Bitcoin ecosystem works and
to model it using system dynamics methods. This chapter describes, analyzes and
evaluates the results of the research. First section summarizes the outcome of the
expert interviews. Second section presents the resulting final CLD model of the
Bitcoin ecosystem. Last section is about analysis and evaluation of the model and
research.

6.1 Summary of the interviews
Each of the intervieweed experts contributed in validating and improving the model,
as was intended. All the interviewees agreed that the presented CLD model is a
valid view of the Bitcoin ecosystem. However, interviewees did have significantly
varying opinions about the Bitcoin ecosystem’s state, functionality, potential, general
purpose and so on.

One of the hardest questions about Bitcoin is the definition of it. Bitcoin has
been distinguishable for ten years, but it’s still near to impossible to comprehensively
define it. Interviewees had different opinions about what Bitcoin is or means in
the first place. Some saw it as simply the brand or a story while some saw that
it specifically means a social construct or promise and the underlying technology
fulfilling that. Even then, defining the brand or the social construct is vague, which
makes the whole Bitcoin phenomenon hard to even discuss about, as there is no
common ground of what is meant by it. Regardless, all the interviewees agreed that
Bitcoin is distinguishable from other, e.g. competing systems or brands. Most of the
interviewees thought that the brand and the technical layer are tied to each other,
in theory and in practice as well. However, some interviewees saw that Bitcoin is
solely known by the brand at large, making the technical layer or protocol completely
separate from the brand. Some interviewees also brought up that e.g. different forks
of Bitcoin are "Bitcoin" to their users or whoever calls them Bitcoin, as there is
nobody who can say what is the real Bitcoin. Or in other words, if someone wants to
start calling something Bitcoin, nobody can stop such activity. All the interviewees
agreed that Bitcoin is a social, economical and technical phenomenon on some level,
but had very varying opinions about the interrelation and significance of these layers.

Regarding the importance or potential of Bitcoin at large, opinions were varying
again. Some saw that Bitcoin is a huge innovation and very important system that is
going to gain popularity and cause disruptions to varying systems of the world. On
the other hand, some saw that Bitcoin is not very potential and is pretty insignificant,
and will in their opinion remain as such. Some saw that Bitcoin is a true innovation,
but with unsolved issues and low utility. They saw Bitcoin more as a demonstration
of what is technically possible.

All the interviewees agreed that Bitcoin does have unique use cases, such as times-
tamping or irreversible payments. However, interviewees had completely different
opinions about the importance or real world utility of these use cases or Bitcoin in
general. Interviewees mostly agreed on the regulatory effects Bitcoin may face in the
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future.
Interviewees generally agreed that increased speculation is the biggest source

of Bitcoin’s valuation growth at this point. Some saw that Bitcoin’s valuation is
mostly based on new users joining the system and bringing money into it. On the
other hand, some saw that Bitcoin’s valuation comes from its potential and real
world utility. Bitcoin’s artificial scarcity also divided opinions heavily. Some saw
that Bitcoin’s scarcity is not scarcity at all while some saw that scarcity is the most
important factor people are investing in Bitcoin for. Some argued that Bitcoin can
be copied or the protocol can be changed to have more supply, and therefore bitcoins
are not scarce. Some on the other hand argued that scarcity is one of the biggest
promises of Bitcoin and that scarcity also comes from being the first cryptocurrency.
All the interviewees agreed that if the valuation of bitcoins drops dramatically, it
could at least cripple the whole ecosystem or even cause security problems to the
protocol.

In addition to validating the CLD model and other contributions, interviews
brought up insights about the Bitcoin phenomenon that are not visible in the
model. These insights nonetheless also contribute to the goal of better understanding
Bitcoin and its ecosystem. Interviewees represented varying viewpoints about Bitcoin
comprehensively.

6.2 The final model
The resulting final causal loop diagram after the last interview can be seen in figure 6,
coloured according to table 1. The non-coloured version can be seen in figure 7. The
colours of the model would not necessarily need to have explanations at all, as the
colours are sufficiently clarifying the model already, as it is self-evident that they
are signaling some kind of grouping of logical categories of factors. Many of the
factors are at least minorly overlapping categories as well, so strict categorization by
using colour categorization is not wanted. Landscape figures of the coloured and the
non-coloured model are available in appendix A and appendix B respectively.

The resulting model portrays a causal loop diagram of the Bitcoin ecosystem.
Variables in the model are largely of the social, technical and economical layers.
Variables are flat compared to each other, which means that e.g. importance or
measure differences between modeled variables are not shown or considered. All
the causality links between variables are either positive or negative. The built CLD
model is only a conceptual model of the Bitcoin phenomenon, meaning that it’s not
definitive and can be interpreted in somewhat different ways. In a more detailed
model of the ecosystem, there would be significantly more granularity and nearly
everything would be related to everything.
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Figure 6: The final CLD model with coloured factor categories

Figure 7: The final CLD model without colours
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6.2.1 Walkthrough of the variables in the model

This section shortly describes the variables and their relations in the model.
The model portrays user types in the Bitcoin ecosystem in several variables: Non-

enthusiasts, Enthusiasts, Long-term investors, Speculators and Developers.
A single person or entity can be represented by multiple of these variables. Some
Enthusiasts slowly become Developers who increase the Reliability of the
Bitcoin node software. Users of Bitcoin contribute to Overall Bitcoin usage
mostly by doing transactions and holding bitcoins. Transactions are divided into
Usage for payments and Transactions, other than BTC value transfer.
All on-chain transactions increase the amount of Transaction fees. Competing
cryptocurrencies and -systems also increase the overall usage of Bitcoin, as they
increase accessibility and overall knowledge of cryptocurrencies.

All kinds of usage, or need, of Bitcoin increases the BTC/USD exchange ratio.
The exchange ratio increases the Total valuation of BTC in USD which also
decreases BTC/USD volatility. Total valuation is the product of Bitcoins in
circulation and the exchange ratio. Circulated bitcoins are decreased by Provably
and likely permanently lost bitcoins.

The valuation of bitcoins increases Total block reward in USD, which is the
value, measured in USD, of the rewarded bitcoins. Rewarded bitcoins are a sum of
paid transaction fees and the New bitcoins generated according to Bitcoin’s supply
algorithm. Higher mining rewards increase Mining investments with a delay.
Mining investments are constrained by Mining difficulty and BTC/USD volatility.
Active Miners are increased by increased mining investments and constrained by
increased mining difficulty. Miners are also possibly affected by changes in regulation.

Active miners increase the Network hashrate which increases the Blockchain
immutability. Blockchain immutability is essential to the Perceived Bitcoin
system security/reliability. The amount of Users using a full node instead
light node increases this perceived system reliability. Also, System/technology
age and Strength of used cryptographical algorithms increase the perceived
Bitcoin system security and reliability. More secure and reliable Bitcoin system
increases the Suitability of Bitcoin for being a store of value which increases
the amount of long-term investors. Unexpected security problems have negative
effect on the perceived security and reliability of Bitcoin protocol, in addition to
decreasing Level of social consensus of what is Bitcoin.

Level of social consensus is affected by several more social variables as well. Bad
actors and Incompatible visions decrease the social consensus. On the other
hand, Level of social consensus of what is Bitcoin among economically
important nodes increases the consensus. Increased social consensus of what is
Bitcoin also increases Positive regulation and Negative regulation.

Social consensus of what is Bitcoin is also positively affected by the built In-
frastructure of the Bitcoin ecosystem. Infrastructure is increased by increased
amount of enthusiasts and long-term investors, in addition to speculators who pay
Infrastructure fees. Also, Service and security management problems have
a negative effect on the infrastructure.
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6.3 Analysis and evaluation of the research
This section analyzes and evaluates the built CLD model and the overall outcome of
the research.

6.3.1 The model

All the interviewed experts considered the CLD model to be a valid view of the
Bitcoin ecosystem. The model did get only minorly improved during the interviews
process, which means that the model before interviews was valid and sufficiently
comprehensive already. The model was built to clarify the Bitcoin ecosystem, and in
author’s opinion it fulfills that goal. Also, in author’s opinion, the built CLD model
is overall a valid view of the Bitcoin ecosystem.

However, the model lacks depth differences between variables. This means that
the model doesn’t show any information about the significance of some specific factors
of the system. Or in other words, the model is rather flat. This could have been
alleviated by using e.g. stocks and flows elements of system dynamics tools. However,
the model does sufficient job at clarifying the factors building the ecosystem at whole,
so the goal of the thesis is fulfilled.

CLD models are often made to explain or analyze the characteristics of some
specific variables. In the model, there are not really any variables like that. One of
the possible variables that could be used like that is the exchange ratio of bitcoins.
If this model was built to be simulatable, there would need to be variables that have
source parameters and variables that don’t. Exchange ratio would have been one of
the explained variables in that case.

Usage types of Bitcoin could have been thought out more thoroughly. Potential
and current or happening usage are not properly separated from each other in the
model. This also somewhat applies to other variables as well. Potential, and the
effect of the potential, are not separated from the variables as well as they could be.
However, to alleviate these issues, major changes would be needed to the final model.

6.3.2 Overall research

One major outcome of the research is the realization of ambiguity of Bitcoin. Some
ambiguity was identified before expert interviews, but the interviews confirmed and
expanded that the ambiguity is substantial and manifold.

Some argue that the current technical Bitcoin network or protocol is not Bitcoin.
This argument is supported by the fact that there is no comprehensive definition of
Bitcoin: it could be almost anything one subjectively wants to recognize as Bitcoin.
However, to make any sense of anything when talking about Bitcoin, a common
ground of Bitcoin meaning at least the current technical protocol that is called Bitcoin
is assumed in this thesis.

The most of the ambiguity lies on the social layer. The research found out that
Bitcoin is often perceived to be either mostly a brand with a story or a strong
long-lasting social contract -based system, or some kind of mix of these.
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Considering Bitcoin being mostly a brand, technical and economical layers are
majorly dismissed. To some extent, Bitcoin is known only by the brand and the
story, without having any ties to any underlying economy or technical system. It is
unknown how significant Bitcoin’s brand value is to the overall value of the system.
Expert opinions also have significant variance in this regard. Some see that Bitcoin
brand can be completely replaced e.g. by strong marketing while some see that as
not practically possible.

Bitcoin’s social contract is also vague. Some see that the social contract of Bitcoin
includes strong promises of certain aspects or features, while some see that the social
contract can be more lenient and adjustable according to how people want to e.g. use
Bitcoin. This vagueness is however not directly affecting Bitcoin or it’s users right
now and is more of an issue regarding what Bitcoin should be in the future or how it
evolves.

Based on the research including interviews, it seems that there is no significant
ambiguity on the technical layer of Bitcoin. The peer-to-peer network and protocol
is clearly identifiable as Bitcoin, and there is nothing else on the technical layer that
would have ambiguity regarding being Bitcoin. However, there is some ambiguity
regarding how the technical layer works or would work, especially when in significantly
changed environment or when attacked or otherwise manipulated. This ambiguity
is largely related to the ambiguity of the incentive model of Bitcoin, which is more
related to social and economical layers. Social and economical layers do cause
ambiguity which affects the technical protocol.

All the ambiguity factors considered, the final CLD model seems to still be a
valid systemic view of the ecosystem. The chosen variables do seem to have enough
flexibility for even significantly varying view of what is Bitcoin.

The semi-structured expert interviews method was a good research approach.
Bitcoin is a highly subjective phenomenon and the method of using semi-structured
interviews is very suitable for such case. Interviewees had heavily varying views of
how Bitcoin works and what it even is. The method of making a CLD model before
the interviews was also found out to be a good approach, as it primarily gave space
for the interviews to focus on more ambiguous factors of the phenomenon.
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7 Evaluation
Overall, the research was a success. The research structure and process worked as
well. Research questions were answered and new scientific results were produced.
However, there are some things that would be done differently now as there’s more
knowledge.

If I were to start researching and writing the thesis now, I would have iterated
more over different approaches of making a CLD model. The chosen CLD model
structure is alright, but it could have possibly been better, especially regarding the
factors with lots of ambiguity. Also, I would have considered agent-based modeling
more thoroughly as the choice to use CLD was made maybe slightly hastily. The
choice to use Vensim, even if another kind of model was made, would likely have
been a good choice regardless.

Expert interviews were a success. The usage of semi-structured interviewing was
a good choice as it applies extremely well for subjects like Bitcoin, especially when
discussed from the angle of this thesis work. Interviewees were chosen to represent
varying viewpoints, which had a very fruitful outcome for the overall research. Some
other kind of approach of choosing who to interview would likely not have produced
as good results. The amount of interviewees was alright.
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8 Conclusions
The research focused on identifying Bitcoin ecosystem factors and using system
dynamics to create a model of the ecosystem. A causal loop diagram (CLD) model of
the ecosystem was made. The model was first created based on author’s knowledge
of the Bitcoin phenomenon, and then expanded and validated by expert interviews.
Bitcoin is a very complex social, economical and technical phenomenon. Additionally,
it’s also an undefined brand without owner. A formal or any kind of comprehensive
definition of Bitcoin does not and cannot exist, because Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer
decentralized phenomenon without central authority. As there is no definition, the
CLD model has to have some assumptions and generalizations about factors and
their connections in the Bitcoin ecosystem.

The expert interviews were done as semi-structured to have flexibility with the
questions and interview in general. As a result of the interviews, the CLD model was
validated to be a valid view of the ecosystem. Additionally, the ambiguity around
Bitcoin was further emphasized. The interviews emphasized that Bitcoin can be seen
solely as a brand without any ties to any social, economical or technical system. The
strict opposite view was that Bitcoin is a social construct with deep ties to economical
and technical aspects. All in all, the research shows that Bitcoin is a complex and
ambiguous phenomenon but nonetheless can be modeled by using system dynamics
methods.

Additionally, it was found that another CLD model about the ecosystem had
been made prior to this thesis work [40]. However, the model produced in this thesis
work is much more thorough and with somewhat different approach.

Further scientific research could focus on the definition of Bitcoin and the manifold
complexities around defining it. Especially, connections between social, economical
and technological layers are interesting and there are various possibilities for further
research about them. One option would be to research the actual relevance of each
layer to the system.
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A The final CLD model with colours

Figure A1: The final CLD model with colours
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B The final CLD model without colours

Figure B1: The final CLD model without colours
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